
October 26, 2021

Hello Bobcats!

I hope you are all staying warm and dry in this very wet Michigan fall we’re having.

I wanted to let our families know that, although our staff is working harder than ever, there are some very real
challenges that we are facing, much the same as other districts all over the country.

We have filled many positions since the beginning of the year, but remain short-staffed. Areas like transportation and
substitute teaching have been the most difficult to cover and remain areas of concern. We have numerous
opportunities available currently, and have a Hiring Fair scheduled for tomorrow night, Wednesday, October 27th
from 4 pm-7 pm at the Perry Center. If you know of anyone that is looking for part- or full-time work, please send
them our way! We will have hiring managers onsite to conduct on-the-spot interviews.

That being said, we have to be realistic about this difficult job market and the continued pandemic environment in
which we exist. Recently we have had several days where our entire (licensed) transportation department was out
driving buses - as well as pulling other licensed staff from their duties - because it was necessary to get all the basic
routes covered. While we appreciate the effort that our staff is willing to put forth, we have to acknowledge that we
have come too close to coming up short. We cannot, in good conscience, take the chance of leaving our families
without transportation at the last minute. Going forward, if we are short a certain number of drivers, we will have to
cancel transportation routes in advance. We feel it is more responsible to give advance notice to our families that
there will not be bussing available, rather than wait until the situation becomes an emergency.

Keep in mind that heading into cold and flu season, it’s possible that the teaching staff and other areas may run into a
similar situation. We remain critically low on substitutes as well. Please consider this a distress signal to any qualified
individuals that would be able to fill these positions. We need you! Please come out to the hiring fair or see the GISD
MMAPS website for our open job listings and to apply. Those interested in substitute teaching can express interest at
GBCSWorks site or email pcatalan@gbcs.org.

Depending on our level of success this week filling employment vacancies, I may follow up with another
communication detailing what steps will be taken to avoid last-minute issues.

Dining services, technology, and operations continue to experience supply-chain issues. Thank you for your continued
patience with last-minute menu changes and any other items that aren’t working quite as smoothly as usual.

Sincerely,

Dr. Trevor Alward
Superintendent
Grand Blanc Community Schools

https://www.applitrack.com/gcaps/onlineapp/jobpostings/view.asp?internaltransferform.Url=&choosedistrict=true&applitrackclient=729
https://www.applitrack.com/gcaps/onlineapp/jobpostings/view.asp?internaltransferform.Url=&choosedistrict=true&applitrackclient=729
https://sites.google.com/grandblancschools.org/gbcsworks/home
mailto:pcatalano@gbcs.org

